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A Lost Can of Pristine Sikhote-Alin Meteorites
Martin Horejsi

 

The Coffee Can. Sitting on one shelf or another for over two decades, a treasure of near-untouched
Sikhote-Alin specimens sat patiently just waiting for this moment.

Seventy years ago the largest witnessed fall of an iron meteorite crashed through the air above the
Sikhote-Alin Mountains in southeastern Russia. February 12. 1947 was a year and half after the US
dropped an atomic bomb on Hiroshima, Japan so there is little doubt that such an explosion in the sky from
a hundred thousand kilograms of iron from space heard up to 300 kilometers away caused pause and a
mental comparison of what might have happened.
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The first sunlight to touch these Sikhote-Alin irons in more than 20 years.
I’ve found treasures like this in institutional collections, but I guess I must
be getting old if I find one in my own.

It was quite a while before the Sikhote-Alin strewn field was fully explored, and once accessed it was clear
this was a major meteorite event. Maybe the most major one on record. The 1.3 square kilometer strewn
field was filled with craters, the largest over 26 meters in diameter and six meters deep!
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Each piece of Sikhote-Alin is unique and filled with features. Small features are rare because they often
are inadvertently removed during cleaning.
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A dirt or wood inclusion in this specimen of Sikhote-Alin. As collected, these specimens are filled with more
just space iron. There was likely much more, but bumping up against each other did take a toll. A minor
one, but a toll nonetheless.
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Intricate undulations of metal abound fresh Sikhote-Alin specimens. Each sample is a perfect study in
individuality. Not only are all the specimens unique, but quite distinct and filled with enough characteristics
and charisma to stand on its own as a lovely and important member of any meteorite collection.

Two main styles of meteorites were discovered; complete individuals and shrapnel fragments. And all are
classified as group IIAB coarse octahedrite iron meteorites.

Many years ago I purchased a small lot of Sikhote-Alin shrapnel fragments in their natural form. To many
observers, the samples were little more than chunks of rusty metal that could be from almost anything. To
my eyes, the samples were glorious relics of a globally important meteorite fall, impossible to mistake.
Oddly, many commonly available samples of Sikhote-Alin have been cleaned by various means including
talc-blasting, wire brushing, and acid dipping. Unfortunately while the cleaned iron might look shiner and
prettier, they lack much of the original look that graces so few pieces available today.
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Shortly after the lot of meteorites arrived, I wrapped them in a plastic bag along with some silica gel and
placed the bag in a coffee can. That sealed coffee can then sat on a shelf for a over decade in Idaho, and
at least another decade in Montana. Until now, that is.

For this article I let sunlight pour into the can illuminating the samples that spent almost a third of their entire
earthly life imprisoned in a coffee can sitting on a shelf.
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A comparison of a cleaned Sikhote-Alin (lower) and a natural one.
Polishing shines up the metal, removes small protrusions, rounds corners,
and generally makes the specimens look more like what people expect
them to look like rather than what they actually look like.

Cleaning Sikhote-Alin specimens not only removes rust but also the natural patina of space iron exposed to
an oxygen rich world, a world avoided for the previous 4.6 billion years of life of these specimens. In
addition to the surface rust, many small details unique to Sikhote-Alin are also removed. The Sikhote-Alin
meteorite proper entered the atmosphere like most other meteorites, but while still traveling at 14 kilometers
per second, the meteorite started to fragment. Then at a scant 5.6km above the earth surface (about half
as high as commercial airlines fly), the largest mass of Sikhote-Alin broke up in a violent air burst. With
little distance to travel before impacting the earth, many of the subtile features of the breakup were
preserved. Had the air burst occurred much higher, there would still have been both time and velocity to
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melt or break off the tiny projections and undulations of molten iron solidified.

This comparison shows not only a lightly cleaned Sikhote-Alin specimen (lower) but also more of an
individual (lower again) compared to an obvious shrapnel fragment.

So with pleasure, I offer you the first glimpse of these Sikhote-Alin specimens, almost as-found. Enjoy.

Until Next Time….
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Strange and Weird, Odds and Ends
James Tobin

The middle of the summer issue of Meteorite Times is always the hardest for me to find something to write.
The gem show is over, and it is too hot to go hunting for meteorites in the desert. The world of meteorites is
several systems that interconnect and work together for the most part. They do not always work as fast as
we might want. I have waited for a long time on some occasions to get meteorites finally official. But I
realize the workloads the researchers have and that there are backlogs that I have to wait through.

As the years have gone by the number of places to get classification work done has gotten a little smaller.
And my choices of what I will send off to be worked on have gotten harder to make. In the distant past, I
could have sent all my small unclassified meteorites off to the local university, and one of the famous
scientists there would get around to them sometime in the next few months and do the analysis for free. I
would get the information back and submit the stone to the Nomenclature Committee myself, and those
stones would be official. Now it is quite different. The rush of material that has poured out of various areas
of the world over the last couple decades has filled every moment of some researchers’ time. The
meteorites that they particularly desired for their own work have gone from a tiny handful available to study
to hundreds in some cases. The scientists are thrilled. While at the same time further searching for
additional specimens through classifying new finds became less needed. So now some labs no longer do
“ordinary chondrites” which is an odd term for many of us. We understand what the scientists mean by the
word. Still “plain” or “simple” might be better words than ordinary. There have arisen a couple of private
classification services that can be used, and some university-based testing facilities continue to accept all
meteorites for analysis. More often there is a fee now to have the work done. That’s ok. I try to remember
that I am sending off the rarest material on the planet and that it did not originate here, so it is worth finding
out what it exactly is even if it costs me some money.

I do find myself sitting here looking at a significant number of stones that though small are worthy of
analysis knowing that it will not happen for them. I am also looking at a smaller group of stones that are
quite special and actually should be classified, but it has become just difficult enough to prevent me sending
them off. I just hate the idea of getting that email back saying, “Sorry we won’t test them for you.” Like 80%
of the other things we worry about in life that never actually happen, I might not get that email. But I would
be embarrassed if I did. So I often send some information ahead of the specimens a couple of images and
a description of what makes the stone a little different and worthy of study. I get pre-approved so to speak.

I have been around rocks and meteorites most of my life. I collect them, cut them, sell them, and write about
how to recognize them in the wild. Even with all that experience, I have a few stones that I am not sure
what they are. I have thought about sending one of them off to be tested for years. It is one of the weirdest
rocks I have ever considered to be a meteorite. I have even thought about carrying it in my pocket the next
time I go to some meteorite gathering and ask a few real experts what they think of the darn thing. It is
shown in the next image.

https://www.meteorite-times.com
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It has no fusion crust. It has a heavily stained interior. And it had no visible metal at the moment I began
writing this. But it has the ghostly remains of what look to be faint chondrules. It has the faintest hint of what
might be two clasts of different material. It is also able to hold a small rare earth magnet in only a few
places as if it might have just a little metal in there not visible now on the cut surface.

https://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2017/july/unknown1-both-pieces.jpg


This is the cut surface as it was when I picked the odd ball stone for this article. If you look at this image full
screen and stare at it for a couple of minutes, round shapes will begin to emerge from the flat brown/gray
matrix. There is not a single chondrule in the whole stone that wants to stand out and say “I am a chondrule
see me here I am.” But every time I have looked at this stone I have said to myself “I think I see them. .
.maybe.”

It was cut about fifteen years ago by another meteorite dealer who then just tossed it somewhere in a box I
guess. When we got it much later in a batch of stones, it was pretty dark and dull on the cut surfaces, as
can be seen in the image above.

It has a shape that is not inconsistent with what a meteorite could have. The outside is a light tan color that
is not meteorite like at all. No vugs or pores or veins of crystal are in the stone. No layers or angular
structures to tip the guesser off as to what terrestrial rock it could be. So you guess.

I personally had no idea for sure if it was a meteorite as I wrote that last sentence enticing you to guess. I
originally followed it with this sentence. “I have resisted putting it on the lap and wasting more to create a
fresh surface. I think I may do that soon though.” Well. I finished the article and went about other jobs for
about a week and then it became time to shoot the images. I tried hard to shoot the cut surface. You can
see the image above. But it was just too old and weathered from its years of sitting in a cardboard box
somewhere before we got it. So it was off to the garage, and I put it on the lap. A few seconds on each half
stone and the surface was refreshed. And bingo. As I carried it into the house to photograph it I saw them
on the very tippy tip of the end where the stone was not so darkly stained, metal grains shining in the sun.
So the story of this part of the article has changed from the original conception of a mysterious stone that I
was leaving for you to guess about along with me, because that issue has been resolved. It is a meteorite,
and the ghostly faint chondrule things are maybe just that. Still, it is a weird stone still since everything is
just a little off the norm for identification.

https://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2017/july/unknown1whole-side.jpg


Here are those metal grains on the tiny single spot at the very edge of the stone. But they are there and on
both halves of the stone. Since such metal grains are diagnostic for meteorites, I can now say that this is a
meteorite even if it does not look like it.

Besides that strange stone, I have a small batch of ten meteorites that total just 56.5 grams. I cut up one of
the stones that weighed 7.37 grams and made nine tiny slices and endpieces. After just the first slice I
could see the batch is a very cool type of meteorite. Packed with colorful chondrules that are quite distinct
but not pristine. But it is just a quarter cup of meteorites only 56.5 grams. That’s less weight than most of
the individual unclassified I have collected over the years. It would be nice to know what these stones are
though. But I doubt that it will happen.

https://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2017/july/unknown-1-metal-grains.jpg


The following images are of several of the cut surfaces from the slices I made from the one stone I cut.
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I don’t keep very many meteor-wrongs anymore. It has to be pretty special to come home now. But once in
a while, I will find something that is really unusual. Some years ago I made a conscious decision to expand
my perception while hunting to include as best as I could achondrites and planetary meteorites and to be
less dependent on what color the stone was or whether it responded to a magnet or if I could see
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chondrules or what it did to a metal detector. Not that there is anything less important about finding
chondrites, but it would be so cool to find a lunar or martian or HED meteorite. So I was hunting a few years
ago and found this stone. It had a distinctly meteorite color and appearance on the outside but with an
added texture of small lighter colored speckles. It would not really hold a magnet, but rare earth magnets will
stick and drag along with it when moved across a table. But many types of igneous terrestrial rocks that
have enough iron to do that. It is likely terrestrial, but I think I would prefer to hear it from someone with
more knowledge. I did cut an endpiece off and give it to an individual that was doing classifications years
ago. He never got back to me, and so I have been left wondering and an endpiece short.

I sometimes read the Facebook pages where people say what is a meteorite or what is not by looking at
images submitted by finders of stones. They seem so confident that some rocks are not meteorites based
off those often poor quality pictures. On occasion, I am cutting in my saw authentic meteorites that are just
as ugly and un meteoritic in appearance. I wonder how many actual meteorites are being missed and
tossed aside. I understand how rare rocks from space are and how hard they are to find. I have put in the
many months of total days hunting meteorites in my life. I have left camp at 7 AM and not returned until 4 or
5 PM as the sun was going down. Often returning without finding anything from outer space. But I long ago
gave up trying to make any determination off a photograph. There are just too many real ones that look like
they are not. I have one I am currently cutting that is quite an old meteorite. It has weathered in a way that
created the appearance of lines and layers. Almost a sedimentary look to the stone. It is banded in colors
that make it look very sedimentary. But cut it or put a magnet on it and it is full of old metal. To be sure it is
weathered but there are chondrules and metal grains, and someone recognized its potential despites its
appearance and sent it in to be classified. It has been an official meteorite for many years. But I am still a
little shocked every time I grab a chunk of it to cut by how much less like a meteorite it looks than some of
the stones on the internet.

https://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2017/july/unknown-2-whole-stone.jpg


This is an 833-gram chunk of an ugly chondrite. It is about 15 centimeters long. It does not look much like a
meteorite until it is cut. I would hope at this point that I would pick something like this up but if I was looking
for meteorites of different appearance in a known strewnfield a rock like this could be overlooked.

Then there are stones older still such as Al Haggounia. Uncut large chunks of it have nothing to say they
are meteorites. It has almost no metal. It has almost no chondrules. You have to make quite a few cuts in
some pieces before you hit your first chondrule. When you do it is obvious that it is a chondrule, and some
of the chondrules are quite large but, they are scarce. Al Haggounia has 20 or more names and
designations now and classifications all over the place. It clearly is not an Aubrite though it is looking like
that will never change in the official listing for it. Yes, revisions and papers have been written, but that has
not removed the Aubrite classification from the page. Does it look like a meteorite before cutting? No. How
many stones like that have I passed by in the desert while my view was too narrow?

If it was just a little easier to get some of the odd and weird rocks examined, we might be surprised by what
turns up from our hunting. It is nice to compartmentalize what meteorites look like and how to identify them. I
wrote a book on the topic: “Meteorites-How to Recognize Visitors from Outer Space.” The book has done
rather well actually. Full of images of meteorites and close ups of slices of every type. But I am just as at
fault as those who try to identify every rock from an image and give a firm yes or no. There will always be
meteorites that just do not fit in the compartments. And unfortunately, the process to get them tested is less
available and lengthy in time. But it can be done. And most of the weird and strange rocks will not be
meteorites. My weird one in this article is likely not. But I would like to know. I have confidence in the
scientists that do the work and if they say they are terrestrial rocks I can be sure that they are not
meteorites. It would be really cool, however, to find something totally new. I personally stopped identifying
suspect rocks for people long ago. Too many individuals have invested so much hoping and dreaming into
their stones that they are unable to hear any bad news.

I am sure that when the weather cools off, and I get back into the desert I will find a few more very weird
rocks that will come home with a big question mark across them. Maybe someday I will send a few off to
labs. My favorite labs are used to receiving real meteorites from me. I’ll see what they say about my
“maybe not” meteorite stones. I might not be so well received later when I have another genuine space rock
to send.

Years ago one lab said they received 6 or 7 thousand stones a year to examine and in that batch was only
a single true meteorite. Would my questionable stones be so strange that they would never make it through
the initial visual test? Might I not be better off to hold onto the stones until I can have a face to face with
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someone and plead the stones individual merits? After all, I would have left them in the desert myself if
there had not been something to make me wonder if they could be from outer space.
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Tony Irving’s Martians
John Kashuba

In conjunction with the Meteoritical Society’s annual meeting which, this year, will be held in Santa Fe New
Mexico, Dr. Tony Irving of the University of Washington will lead a post-meeting workshop
{http://metsoc2017-santafe.com/workshops}
Saturday, July 29, 2017. The topic is Martian Meteorites Under the Microscope. Here are shots of some of
the thin sections he will have for viewing and discussion.

Here, the lithologic/textural type of each meteorite noted is as listed in his An up-to-date List of Martian
Meteorites. {http://www.imca.cc/mars/martian-meteorites-list.htm}.

JaH 479 Shergottite (Enriched Mafic Diabasic)
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Los Angeles Shergottite (Enriched Mafic Diabasic)
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Nakhla Nakhlite (Clinopyroxenite)
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NWA 998 Nakhlite (Clinopyroxenite)
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NWA 1950 Shergottite (Intermediate Permafic Poikilitic)
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NWA 2737 Chassignite (Dunite)
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NWA 2986 Shergottite (Enriched Mafic Intersertal)
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NWA 7320 Shergottite (Enriched Mafic Gabbroic)
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SaU 008 Shergottite (Depleted Permafic Olivine-Phyric)
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Norm’s Tektite Teasers:  Zhamanshin Impactite glass foam! 

By Norm Lehrman (www.TektiteSource.com) 

 

Zhamanshin crater is a 13.5 km diameter circular meteorite impact structure located about 40 

km southwest of the village of Irghiz, Kazakhstan. Approximately one million years in age, the 

locality is best known for its Irghizites, beautiful little droplets and ropy ribbons of vitreous jet-

black glass. 

 

 Showing clear evidence of 

aerodynamic flight-shaping, Irghizites 

have long tested the definitional 

boundaries between tektites and 

non-tektites. Currently, most 

authorities do not consider them to 

be tektites. An oft-cited difference is 

that Irghizite-like impactites are 

found only in the immediate vicinity 

of the associated impact crater, 

while tektites are typically found no 

closer than a few hundred kilometers 

from the apparent region of impact 

or recognized crater of origin (and the outer limit 

for known tektite strewn fields is about 2000 km).  

 

There is an added twist to the discussion offered by the discovery of Atacamaites a few years 

ago.  These are extremely similar to Irghizites in morphology and size distribution.  The problem 

is that they do not appear to be associated with a crater.  As far as I know, there is a very 

extensive strewn field in an arid desert environment with excellent exposure, but no crater yet 

reported.  (This diminishes the value of impactite ejecta distribution patterns relative to their 

crater of origin as a definitional criterion!) 

 

But that is a different subject.  Back to Zhamanshin.  There are a variety of impact glasses found 

in the Zhamanshin crater despite over 50 meters of post-impact crater fill. Four types are 

commonly recognized: Irghizites,  Silica-rich Zhamanshinites, blue Zhamanshinites (with colors 

ranging to turquoise!), and Silica-poor Zhamanshinites.  These are found as blocky glass 

“bombs” in fall-back breccias consisting mostly of local country rocks. 

 

Figure 1: An assortment of small Irghizites.  
Individuals up to 3 cm in length are common. 

http://www.tektitesource.com/


This month’s teaser is a large endcut of a cobble of Zhamanshinite impactite ----with a surprise.  

The specimen is a fragment of what was once a plump glass pillow about 30 cm (1 foot in 

diameter.  This piece seems to represent a quarter to a third of a projected original cross-

sectional area. 

 

The piece is a little larger than an open hand and consists mostly of a fragile, coarsely 

vesiculated glass foam (some reports say similar materials have been shown to be pure 

lechatelierite indicating temperatures of formation over  1700 degrees C). 

 

 We purchased this peculiar stone at the Tucson show, but  I didn’t try to decipher the story 

until recently.  In preparing for this article, I reviewed the publications that I had access to 

regarding the varieties of Zhamanshin glass and varieties of glassy impactites in general.  

Nowhere could I find descriptions of anything quite like this. I reviewed our personal impactite 

collection and our business inventory.  I was reminded that Wabar glass often has a pumiceous 

white foam core, which is similar, albeit at quite a different scale.   The thought that this might 

be a unique type of impactite began to tease across my mind. 

 

Figure 2: Zhamanshin glass impact bomb fragment. Laminations within the glass conform to both the form of the foam 
core and the external morphology of the overall stone. 



That is was a glass “bomb” 

recovered from surface deposits 

is indicated by a ropy glazed  

skin on the external surface of 

the thick glass rind. This enamel 

is decorated with small lichen 

colonies.  Lichenation patterns 

also suggest that the broken 

face of this specimen parted 

along an existing fracture. 

 

The heart of the story centers 

on the glassy froth that forms 

the core of the specimen.  It is 

similar to a densely vesiculated volcanic scoria but the vesicle walls are exceeding thin and 

fragile.  The specimen must be handled with care to avoid crushing the foam with one’s 

fingertips.  Detached fragments are very light in weight and will readily float on water. 

 

It is not uncommon for glass impactite bombs to consist of a shell of glass coating some foreign 

object (i.e., a bedrock clast).  But in this piece, the glass appears to be derived from the collapse 

and welding of the surface of the foam.  Imagine playing a torch over a block of styrofoam until 

a skin of plastic accumulates.  In this specimen, the laminated glass rind is 3 to 5 cm thick, and 

given the very low density of the foam, the rind must represent many times its thickness in 

consumed foam. 

 

So, the story includes a ballistic block of low-density silicate foam probably over a meter in 

diameter,  that welded and collapsed into a 30 cm diameter pillow.  What of this foam?   This 

dense vesiculation implies sudden pressure release while yet at a very high temperature.  

Where is such a condition found in a cratering event? 

 

Computer models indicate that at the moment of impact a compressive shock wave propagates 

both into the target and back through the impactor.  When this shock wave reaches the rear of 

the projectile, a rarefaction tensional wave is reflected forward, allowing the unloaded 

extreme- temperature bolide to flash into melt and vapor.  The rising fireball would vacuum 

target materials upwards. 

 

I postulate that the block of foam that is the subject of this article was the product of rebound 

unloading of impact melt in the immediate vicinity of the impactor/target rock interface.  It was 

Figure 3: External ropy primary skin with lichen colonies. 



drawn up into the incandescent fireball where the surface progressively welded and collapsed 

to form the laminated glassy rind.  The impactite bomb fell to earth comingled with the ejecta 

from a crater 13.5 kilometers in diameter and still some 800 meters deep after a million years 

of infilling. I can imagine such fragile foam bombs to be proportionately rare indeed. 

 

It remains one of life’s simple pleasures to read a good rock with a story to tell. 
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SPACE ROCKS MAGAZINE
Paul Harris

After much thought I have decided to publish a new quarterly magazine about hunting, collecting, and the
science of rocks from outer space. I will not be accepting yearly subscription payments, only payments as
each individual issue is published and ready to mail out to the subscribers.

If you have any questions please send me a private message or contact me using the email listed below.
Your support is what will make this magazine a success for us all in the meteorite community.

Regards,

Michael Johnson
Editor-in-Chief, Space Rocks Magazine

May 2017 issue of SPACE ROCKS MAGAZINE
Click Magazine To Purchase

Please submit your article with photos to: spacerocksmagazine@gmail.com

https://www.meteorite-times.com
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http://www.blurb.com/user/rockmansc
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NWA 032 Lunar (basalt) Meteorite
Paul Harris

Our Meteorite of the Month is kindly provided by Tucson Meteorites who hosts
The Meteorite Picture of the Day.

NWA 032 Lunar (basalt) 0.313 grams. 11 x 6 x 1 mm contributed by Peter Marmet,
IMCA 2747
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https://www.meteorite-times.com/meteorite-month/nwa-032-lunar-basalt-meteorite/
http://www.tucsonmeteorites.com/mpod.asp
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Irghizites
Paul Harris

Tektites – one of the most enigmatic things on Earth…
by Roman Davidov from the April 2005 Issue.

Tektites – one of the most enigmatic things on Earth. From a few titles, having came to us through the deep
antiquity: The black stones of The God Of Thunder, fire arrows, moon or solar stones, follows the sacred
beliefs of our ancestors in divine origin of these stones, it connection with mystical, supernatural forces.
Tektites-Irghizites are the one kind of tektites, situated directly in meteorite crater, thus, by that fact; it
takes particular place among the other kinds of tektites. Undoubtedly, people lived in ancient times on the
shores of the lake, which was meteorite crater Zhamanshin, believed that these strange black stones, like
frozen tar, are connected with the beyond. Many confirmations of those facts were found during
archaeological excavations of Palaeolithic stands on the crater swells – former coasts of the lake. Most
probably that Irghizites served as amulets for protection against malicious spirits, for healing from different
illnesses. Usually stands are founded near outlets on surface of tectites and impactites. The age of different
stands, located in the crater fluctuated in limits of 10 – 25 thousands of years (later Palaeolith).

The morphological characteristics Irghizites are subdivided into two groups:

a) samples with the brilliant remaining surface

https://www.meteorite-times.com
https://www.meteorite-times.com/tektite-month/irghizites-roman-davidov/
https://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2005/March/5_final_copy.jpg
https://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2005/April/Brilliant_and_well_tektites.jpg


b) samples with weathered surface.

These two groups unite a number of types:

1.Drops, dump-bells, balls, sometimes twirled with glued small droplets.

2.Flat and stretched drops and fragments with fibrous surface with glued small droplets.

3.Samples with fibrous and jet surface, flat and stretched without glued droplets.

4.Openwork samples, consisting from glued fibers and droplets.

Surface of the major part of Irghizites complicated with numerous additional formations. They can be divided
on positive and negative: first – the result of growth and formation, second are formed at their destruction.

Positive forms of surface:

a) The numerous glass balls, which were stuck, or seized earlier and now slightly break out on a surface. In
some zones of surface it makes it hilly. Quite often on large balls (0.5mm) much smaller balls (0.001mm and
less) are sitting. In other cases balls stick to threadlike sparks. Probably the sticking together of some balls
took place in a liquid condition, others – in viscous, in the beginning of hardening, when a firm film began
forming. Formation of a peeling zone in a place of contact of particles, but absent in other places,
confirms that fact. Chemical composition of balls does not depend on their size, and practically in 100% is
identical to the composition of the Irghizite, which they are forming.

b) Threadlike sparks and jets, which witness about hardening of irghizites from very liquid condition.

https://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2005/April/Weathered_tektites.jpg
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(enlarged captions for images above)

(photo a, b, c) – Two spherical droplets glued to glass fiber. In place of sticking glass became pilling.

(Photo d, e, f) – Raster micro photos of glass spheres, which were caught by Irghizite in process of it’s
forming. On the surface of sphere are seen different micro particles, caught in period of it’s formation.

(Photo g, h, i) – Raster micro photos of surface of Irghizite with glued spherical droplets and fibers.

 

Negative forms of surface:

a) Holes of crack at hardening quite common for the surface of Irghizites, having sizes from a micron to a
few millimeters. Appeared as a result of the beginning of stresses in thin surface layer. Holes of crack
sometimes similar to impact microcraters on a glass particles, taken from Moon regolith.

b) Holes small round or uneven pits with smooth outlines, having sizes from 1 to 20 micrometers.
Sometimes they are ringing by low bank. Holes formed as a result of opening of a micro pores filled by gas,
which was situated near the surface layer, when Irghizite was in a viscous condition yet.

c) Craters deep rounded hollows with steep sides; it’s depth more than the diameter. Craters appeared

https://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2005/April/part2_1c3_final-co.jpg


when bubbles were deep on the inside of Irghizite.

d) Transitional forms craters with smooth and, in some zones, peeling edges. They were formed in the
period of partial hardening of surface layer. In zones, where glass was viscous – smooth, fibrous edge of
bank was formed, in places, where glass was hard – rough edge was formed.

e) Caverns orifices with not smooth, notched edges, without any signs of fusion. They were formed as a
result of opening blebs, on 100% hardening of Irghizite, or when a hard crust quite formed. Edges of
caverns are rough, caverns filled by exfoliated scales inside.

(enlarged captions for images above)

(Photo a, b, c) – Raster micro photos of cavern. Glass inside of the cavern began hardening, and start
to exfoliate

(Photo d, e, f) – Raster micro photos of micro-crater – transitional form. Glass in the period of exploding
bubble was partially viscous and fibrous edges were formed(*). Another part of glass was hard and rough
edges were formed(**). Process was accompanied with peeling.

https://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2005/April/part3_1c3_final-co.jpg


(Photo g, h, i) – Raster micro photos of hole of crack at hardening. Rough edges appeared on it’s bank.

These negative forms of Irghizite surface are especially similar to structures, observable on glasses from
Moon regolith.

As a result of weathering some structural formations prepared on Irghizite surface. All surface of weathered
Irghizite consists of multiple fibers, holes of different size, balls and particles, caught by Irghizite during its
forming.

(enlarged captions for images above)

(Photos a, b) – Weathering opened some bubbles near the surface of Irghizite. This bubble is just like
moves apart fibers.

(Photos d, e) – Alien particle, caught by Irghizite during it’s forming/ On the contact with particle glass
became pilling.

Irghizites in thin sections – transparent and brown in passing light, refraction ratio – 1.509. Inner
structure of Irghizites is irregular-fibrous, fluidal: brown fibers are alternate with colorless which
consists of lechatellerite (refraction ratio – 1.460). Round transparent and opaque up to 0.01mm
inclusions and blebs round or stretched parallel towards fibers, emphasizes fluidal structure are
presents. Micro-granular structure of acid irghizites is well seen: they are formed from the smallest
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Oxide
Acid

Composition
Basic

composition
Zhamanshinite Irghizites Irghizite Zhamanshinite

SiO2 72.01 74.28 73.32 53.79 55.34

TiO2 0.78 0.78 0.78 0.79 0.69
Al2O3 15.55 10.16 9.99 20.07 22.16
FeO 5.50 5.60 6.49 7.68 4.68
MgO 1.11 2.93 3.69 2.74 3.23
CaO 0.55 2.36 2.43 8.91 6.68
Na2O 1.10 0.97 0.85 3.48 4.55
H2O 2.83 2.00 1.97 1.42 1.85
Sum 99.43 99.04 99.23 99.88 99.18
Na/K 0.38 0.49 0.42 2.45 2.47

Name
Cs Tl Ba Pb Th U Zr Hf Nb Sn Mo

Acid
Zhamanshinite 7.8 0.43 374 26 10.3 2.97 272 6.3 16.8 3.1 0.73

Acid Irghizite 2.6 x** 527 2.9 5.98 1.02 351 8.66 12.5 0.75 0.40
Acid Irghizite 1.9 x 508 2.0 5.58 0.83 370 8.4 10.9 0.78 0.23
Basic Irghizite 6.6 x 665 10.9 2.35 0.78 71 1.76 3.2 0.75 0.37
Basic

(less than micron) spherical particles, and a glass, cementing them. Micro balls sometimes fused
and intermixed, but sometimes (near edges of Irghizite) with well kept form and borders. Irghizites
are practically isotropic in crossed polarizers. Anisotrope inclusions extremely rare in them.

By chemical composition Irghizites are subdivided on tektites with acid structure. Formed as a result of
condensation, silicate steams in the high-temperature cloud;

and tektites with the basic structure, being most likely the stiffened sparks of silicate fusion, thrown off from
a crater.

Acid Irghizites have a microgranular structure they are formed from the smallest (less then a micron)
spherical particles consisting sometimes on 80-90 % of silica and a glass cementing them, they are rich in
aluminum and alkalis.

Chemical composition of five samples of Zhamanshinites and Irghizites.

Chemical analyses reveals some differences and similarities between irghizites, impact melt rocks-
zhamanshinites and other kinds of tektites. Vaporizative and chalc-filled elements (Cs,Tl,Pb,Sn,Mo,Bi,W,Cu)
are containing in Irghizites in quantities which are very close to maintenance of them in the other kinds of
tektites (tektites contains them 1.5, 2 times as much than in sedimentary rocks). The same situation is seen
between irghizites and zhamanshinites. It binds with vaporization of more mobile elements in a high
temperatures during tektites creation. Maintenance of lo elements, except chromium are also showing
values similar to tektites of other groups. On the contrary, maintenance of water in Irghizites is unusually
high for tektites – 0.051% (for ex. quantity of water in moldavite is 0.0092%).

Maintenance of lo and dissipative elements in five samples of Zhamanshinites and Irghizites.
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Basic
Zhamanshinite 3.6 0.08 470 7.2 2.10 1.37 81 1.76 2.8 0.92 0.45

Name Bi W Cr V Sc Ni Co Cu N/CO Cr/Ni Th/U

Acid
Zhamanshinite 0.12 0.73 92 117 15 40 16 36 2.5 2.5 3.45

Acid Irghizite 0.04 0.17 170 46 8.8 1200 73 24 16 0.14 5.87
Acid Irghizite x 0.13 200 38 9.4 1370 102 19 13.4 0.15 6.75
Basic Irghizite 0.09 0.18 – – – – – – – – 3.0
Basic
Zhamanshinite 0.02 0.19 22 260 17 12.5 19 17 0.66 1.8 1.53

 

Irghizites are different from magmatic rocks in principle, by low contents of alkalis and high contents of CaO
and MgO, and also by presence only bivalent ferrum. Evaporation of mobile elements, among which alkalis
are the most noticeable, is quite typical for high temperature fluids. This process due to radical changes of
it’s composition. Apparently, Irghizites are the result of such evolution. Lower quantity of alkalis and higher
ratio of K/Na witnesses about it’s deep high temperature metamorphisation. About high temperature
metamorphiation also witnesses full absence of crystallization effects, but these properties of high
temperature fluid can be saved only under very fast cooling and hardening. Meteoritical or terrestrial origin
of Nickel in rock usually confirmed by its ratio with Cobalt: in terrestrial rocks these minerals contained in a
close quantities Ratio of Ni/Co in basic Irghizites is similar to terrestrial: 1.5 – 2.5; but in acid Irghizites its
extraordinary high and reaches values of 13 – 16. Judging by this fact we think that about 90% of Nickel,
contained in acid Irghizites, has cosmic origin. It is decided that composition of gas in pores and bubbles in
tektites is close to atmospheric, but on low pressure. Gas in blebs and pores of Irghizites consist of: CO2 ,
H2O , HF , H2S , H2 , HCl in basic Irghizites; and H2 , CO2 , H2O , HF , H2S in acid Irghizites. There are no
N2 and O2 , which absolutely witness about atmospheric origin of gas in pores. By that fact gas in pores of
Irghizites appears to be specific for these kind of tektites.

Allotment of rare terrestrial elements in australasian tektites (shaded), irghizites, zhamanshinites, which
nominated by maintenance of rare terrestrial elements in chondrites.
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Once a few decades ago this opening 

was a framed window in the wall 

of H. H. Nininger's Home and 

Museum building. From this 

window he must have many times 

pondered the mysteries of 

Meteor Crater seen in the distance. 
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